
We had the email adresses of 120 former CRIR us-
ers and we send out an email to ask them for their 
experience from using the house. At the workshop 
in May 2019 we prioritised the feedback

#3 - Slide and watchtower - a informal and playfull 
feeling of the place

#1 - Design with respect for what is already 
there. Keep the bohemian spirit. Looks bad from 
outside but works well from inside. Improvements 
with charm, quirks and sustainability. Add more 
space and amenities to make the stay more pro-
ductive. 

#2 - Small annexe as a meeting place or exhibi-
tion. A winter garden instead of balcony also to 
avoid noise - neighbours. Studio with good light

Title: Crir User feedback
Time: Feb 2019
Who: Former users of CRIR
Tags: Users, Feedback, online

Site: onLine



Former CRIR users participated in a workshop in 
sprnig 2019 on location in the CRIR house. At first 
we explored the house in a way that was similar to 
the kids from CA a couple of days before: first just 
green post its for things they liked and red (Cyan) 
for what they disliked

#1

#3

#2

#1 - Roof over the terassa

#2 - Window in the kitchen

#3 - Bathroom in kitchen

Title: CRIR users exploration I
Time: May 2019
Who: CRIR users
Tags: Users, Exploration, Workshop

Site: CRIR house 



Based on the first individual exploration without 
words, the next step was small groups each with 
one instant cameras. The most important observa-
tions were selected and commented on. 

#3 - Stairs up to the house. The slightly dangerous 
and uninviting stairs also keeps strangers away.     

#1 - Terassa with a roof. A good place to have 
guests but also a problem with noice for the neigh-
bours.

#2 - Big bright window - with a view to the green 
outside. The window sill is perfect to sit on.

#1

#3#2

Title: CRIR user exploration II
Time: May 2019
Who: Former CRIR users
Tags: Users, Exploration, Workshop

Site: CRIR house 



#1 - Make it Playful/crazy to inspire, Plants and 
connect to nature, Projector/screen on the begin-
ning of a researchers stay - screen a movie/docu-
mentary. Slide, Rooftop terasse.

#2 - More space for bringing family

#3 - Hand rail for stairs, Solar panels, window for 
star gazing, Idea pipeline that goes to the bulletin 
board of Maelkebøtten. Large windows allow na-
ture to come inside

#4 - Hydrophonics and renewable energy system/
battery. Gathering space/greenhouse

Title: CRIR users drawings
Time: May 2019
Who: CRIR Users
Tags: Users, Workshop, Drawings

Site: CRIR house 



Title: CRIR users drawings - detail
Time: May 2019
Who: CRIR Users
Tags: Users, Workshop, Drawings

Site: CRIR house 



Part of the workshop with users - onSite in the 
CRIR house - was a classic brainstorm to get new 
ideas that was grouped and prioritised.

#1

#1 - CRIR should be a more active part of Chris-
tiania and Mælkebøtten. Reflecting local needs.  
Sharing and adding ressources to the community 

#2 - The new house should have a space for social 
interaction. More space for family or collaborators. 
A semipublic space for meetings and exhibitions

#3 - The house should be a flexible space that can 
transform. Inside and outside workspace. Balance 
private and public/common space

Title: CRIR Users ideas, Workshop
Time: May 2019
Who: CRIR users
Tags: Users, Ideas, Workshop

Site: CRIR House 


